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Purpose of Homework

At Wheelers Lane Primary School, we believe that all children should have the

opportunity to consolidate, extend and celebrate their learning outside of the

classroom, through designated homework tasks.

Homework will be delivered through a range of creative, focused and meaningful

tasks, projects and challenges, relevant to their learning each term.

We believe that engaging in regular homework activities can have a positive and

beneficial effect on children’s learning habits; which will prepare them for their

future as independent learners.

In line with the broad and balanced curriculum that we provide, we believe that

homework should inspire and enrich learning.

We also recognise the opportunities homework can provide for children to share and

celebrate their learning in partnership with the home, school and wider community.

Aims

Regular completion of homework will:

● Encourage children to become independent learners;

● Help to develop creativity and problem solving skills;

● Help children to develop/ celebrate their own learning style;

● Enable children to develop daily habits in reading to equip their learning

across the curriculum;

● Provide opportunities for children to use a range of media to research,

publish and present their work;

● Encourage positive dialogue about their strengths and areas to develop;

● Provide opportunities for parents to be directly involved in their children’s

learning;

● Develop links between the home, school and wider community.



School’s Role

We will support children by ensuring that homework is:

● Stimulating, varied and relevant to current learning;

● Differentiated - providing open-ended opportunities, where appropriate;

● Fully explained and modelled prior to being sent out;

● Manageable in line with age-related expectations;

● Matched to different learning styles;

● Acknowledged and celebrated.

Parental Role

Parents/ carers can support their children by:

● Organising a regular day/ time each week for completion of homework;

● Explaining the task and providing an initial modelled example;

● Providing opportunities for them to complete the majority of their homework

independently;

● Having high expectations for presentation and effort;

● Giving them praise and encouragement for their efforts.

Organisation

At Wheelers, we recognise the importance of both daily tasks such as reading and

number facts and weekly tasks that consolidate learning across the curriculum.

Examples of daily task recommendations:

(These will be decided upon by individual class teachers)

EYFS/KS1:

● Reading / sharing a book for 5 minutes each day

● Revising phonemes to develop phonic knowledge



● Learning high frequency words

KS2:

● Reading daily to develop reading stamina

● Recalling times tables / number facts

● Completion of designated tasks in workbooks ( Year 5/6)

Examples of weekly tasks:

(These will be linked to the current topic and set by year groups)

Year groups will be given the flexibility to organise their tasks each term. Examples

of what the tasks might look like are detailed below:

● Homework Task Grids:

Here the tasks have been planned to link with each year group’s current topic

across the curriculum. Where possible, teachers will provide opportunities for

children to share outcomes using a range of media, as well as increasing the

use of online resources, apps and various platforms.



● Multimedia Platforms:

● Videos to support learning -

○ i.e demonstrate a method to consolidate learning in maths:

○ Set a new task / challenge;

● Google Slides with commentary to explain a homework task (i.e. through

the use of Google Classroom/ other app)

● video, powerpoint, Jamboards etc

● editable documents may also be used virtually for setting, completing

and handing in homework.

Online Safety

In line with Wheelers Online Safety Policy, teachers will ensure that:

● All activities using the internet, including homework and independent research

topics, will be tested first to minimise the risk of exposure to inappropriate

material;

● Where appropriate, links to specific websites will be provided instead of open

searching for information;



● Students will be taught how to conduct safe searches of the internet and this

information will be made available to parents and carers.

Themed Weeks/ Special Events

Each month, additional homework opportunities will be set in line with special

events/ themed weeks/ environmental issues through our school newsletter.

Celebrating Homework

At Wheelers Lane, we recognise, value and celebrate all children’s effort in

completing homework tasks, regardless of outcome.

Each week, class teachers will be encouraged to designate quality time to share and

celebrate children’s homework; offering appropriate verbal feedback and praise.

At the end of each term, children will be awarded bronze, silver and gold

certificates follows:

I.e. - Bronze - 10 pieces of good quality homework

Silver - 20 pieces of good quality homework

Gold - 30 pieces of good quality homework

There will also be special Homework Heroes certificates awarded to one child

from each class at the end of each term, from a range of ability levels. This award

will recognise outstanding effort and creativity as well as presentation.

Each term, class teachers will showcase work from a range of ability levels within

their classes, some of which will be selected for the whole school display in the

library area outside Mrs Pecheur’s office.

With permission, our winners will be published on our school website, termly

newsletter and our school twitter page.


